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A B S T R A C T   

Rational design and construction of highly efficient and durable non-noble-metal bifunctional catalysts for ox-
ygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is crucial to promote the widespread 
implementation of rechargeable Zn-air batteries. Herein, a bifunctional catalyst comprising Co nanoparticles 
uniformly embedded in hollow nitrogen doped carbon tubes (Co@hNCTs) is fabricated by a facile tube-directed 
templating strategy. In this strategy, surfactant-treated polypyrrole (PPy) nanotubes serve as the structure- 
guiding templates for efficient capture of Co2þ, realizing the in-situ growth of zeolitic imidazolate 
frameworks-67 (ZIF-67) nanocrystals on PPy nanotubes. Sodium laurylsulfonate acts as anionic surfactant to 
endow PPy nanotubes with functional electronegative surface and strong anchoring effect toward ZIF-67, playing 
the pivotal role in binding of ZIF-67 nanocrystals with PPy nanotubes potently. Consequently, the developed 
catalyst presents a superior ORR activity with the half-wave potential of 0.87 V excellent durability with only a 7 
mV loss of half-wave potential after 5000 cycles. The catalyst also exhibits superior catalytic performance for 
OER. When serving as an air electrode in Zn-air batteries, a large power density of 149 mW cm� 2 and long-term 
cyclability for over 500 h are realized in ambient air, implying the great potential in practical application.   

1. Introduction 

The serious energy crisis caused by the burgeoning energy demands 
of current society and increasingly prominent environmental problems 
compel us to pursue new energy technologies [1–3]. Among various 
sustainable energy conversion devices, rechargeable Zn-air batteries 
have been one of the most promising candidates owing to their high 
energy density (1086 W h kg� 1), improved safety and environmental 
compatibility [4]. Although encouraging progress has been made on all 
aspects of this technology, its real commercialization still falls far short 
of expectations [5]. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen 
evolution reaction (OER) at the air cathode play the decisive role in the 

performance of Zn-air batteries because of the sluggish oxygen electro-
catalytic kinetics, which is the primary weakness of Zn-air batteries [6, 
7]. Besides, it is also challenging to develop high-efficiency catalysts for 
both ORR and OER. So far, Pt, Ir and RuO2 are still employed as the most 
efficient catalysts for ORR or OER [8,9]. However, the high price, 
limited resource reserve, and insufficient durability hamper the 
large-scale application of these precious-metal materials in Zn-air bat-
tery technologies [10,11]. As a result, development of noble metal free 
catalysts as alternatives for ORR and OER becomes critically important. 

Transition metal-based N-doped porous carbon materials are verified 
to be the most applicable bifunctional catalysts for ORR and OER by 
virtue of the distinct chemical properties [12,13]. The precursors 
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containing transition metals and nitrogen are capable of generating 
M-Nx (M ¼ Fe, Co, Ni) centers as active sites for efficient oxygen elec-
trocatalysis via the high-temperature pyrolysis [14–16]. Metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) have been deemed as the attractive precursor for 
ORR and OER with the composition of metal ions and multielement 
organic ligands, in which different dopant atoms can be introduced as 
required [17–19]. Besides, the high surface area and porous structure 
are also promising merits for expedite mass transfer and maximum 
utilization of active sites [20–22]. But the structural collapse and severe 
aggregation are inevitable during the pyrolysis process, which signifi-
cantly limit the catalytic performance [23–25]. Template-assisted 
method is the most direct and valid means to solve the problem. 
Several proper substrate materials have been reported to obtain the 
well-ordered structure, for example, layered-double hydroxides (LDHs) 
[26], graphene oxide (GO) [27,28], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [29], 
MnO2 nanowires [17] and Te nanowires [30,31]. However, GO-based 
synthetic strategy normally results in the complex process with a low 
yield. LDHs and ZnO are applicable substrates to load the MOFs, but 
their poor electrical conductivity limits the catalytic performance [32]. 
We have prepared polypyrrole (PPy) nanotubes in the previous work 
[33], which provides an desirable choice to hold the post of template 
and nitrogen source because of the special hollow structure and high 
nitrogen content. Nevertheless, to the bests of our knowledge, there is no 
report about the assembly of one-dimension nitrogen and cobalt 
co-doped carbon materials by combining PPy nanotubes and ZIF-67. 

Herein, we developed Co nanoparticles embedded in hollow nitrogen 
doped carbon tubes (Co@hNCTs) to act as highly efficient and durable 
electrocatalyst for ORR and OER. ZIF-67 nanocrystals are in-situ loaded 
on the surface of PPy nanotubes which serve as the skeleton and nitrogen 
source, in which the sodium laurylsulfonate endows PPy nanotubes with 
functional electronegative surface and enhancing the binding of ZIF-67 
nanocrystals with PPy nanotubes. After the calcination process, both ZIF 
frameworks and PPy nanotubes are carbonized to generate a corn-like 
Co–N–C catalysts with uniformly dispersed Co nanoparticles 
embedded within the carbon matrix owing to the potent anchoring ef-
fect of the PPy skeleton. The interconnected porous conductive frame-
work supplies a highway for fast electron and ion transfers. Moreover, 
the catalysts exhibit the hierarchically micro- and mesoporous structure 
with a large specific surface area, which guarantees a high surface-to- 
volume ratio and thus significantly increases the exposure of electro-
catalytic active sites. Attributed to these merits, the developed catalyst 
(Co@hNCTs-800) reveals comparable ORR activity with respect to high 
half-wave potential, 4e reaction pathway, low H2O2 yield as well as 
superior durability and methanol-crossover tolerance compared with 
commercial Pt/C in alkaline medium. Additionally, it also exhibits a 
high activity for OER, which is comparable to the RuO2 benchmark. The 
Zn-air battery assembled with Co@hNCTs-800 exhibits a high peak 
current density of 149 mW cm� 2 and long-term cyclability over 500 h, 
presenting the possibility in practical application. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

Pyrrole, FeCl3, methyl orange, sodium laurylsulfonate, Co 
(NO3)2⋅6H2O, 2-methylimidazole were all purchased from Shanghai 
Aladdin Bio-Chem Technology Co. Methanol was purchased from 
Tianjin Tian Li Bio-Chem Technology Co. All reagents were used directly 
without further purification. 

2.2. Synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy) nanotubes 

PPy nanotubes were prepared based on our previous work [33]. In a 
typical synthesis, 0.1964 g methyl orange was dissolved in 120 mL ul-
trapure water to form clear orange solution. Then 0.972 g FeCl3 was put 
into the solution and stirred for 30 min, followed by the injection of 420 

μL pyrrole and stirring for 24 h under room temperature. The black 
product was separated and washed by suction filtration with hot ultra-
pure water and ethanol. Finally, PPy nanotubes was collected after 
drying at 80 �C for 5 h in an oven. 

2.3. Surface treatment of PPy nanotubes 

PPy nanotubes were used after the surface treatment by sodium 
laurylsulfonate. A certain amount of sodium laurylsulfonate was dis-
solved in ultrapure water, after which PPy nanotubes and methanol 
were added into the above solution. The mixture was dispersed by ul-
trasound for 3 h and then centrifuged with methanol for three times. 
Afterwards the final product was obtained after dried at 80 �C for 5 h in 
an oven, which was named S-PPy. 

2.4. Synthesis of PPy@ZIF67 and Co@hNCTs-X 

100 mg S-PPy and 2 mmol Co(NO3)2⋅6H2O were dispersed in 40 mL 
methanol by ultrasonic for 3 h. 16 mmol 2-methylimidazole was dis-
solved in 40 mL methanol to form another clear solution. Then the latter 
solution was poured into the former solution and stirred for 15 min, 
afterwards the mixture was kept for 24 h. The product was centrifuged 
with methanol for three times and dried at 80 �C for 5 h, which is named 
PPy@ZIF67. At last PPy@ZIF67 was put into a tube furnace and calcined 
at high temperature for 1 h under Ar, with the temperature rise rate of 3 
�

C/min. The final product was named Co@hNCTs-X (X is the calcination 
temperature). 

2.5. Synthesis of ZIF-67, PPy/ZIF67, N-hCTs-800, Co,N-NPs-800, and 
Co,N-CM-800 

ZIF-67 was synthesized similarly to the process of PPy@ZIF67 
without the use of PPy. PPy/ZIF67 was synthesized similarly to the 
process of PPy@ZIF67 except that the PPy was not surface treated by 
sodium laurylsulfonate. N-hCTs-800, Co,N-NPs-800, and Co,N-CM-800 
were obtained after the calcination of PPy nanotubes, ZIF-67, or PPy/ 
ZIF67 at 800 �C for 1 h under Ar with the temperature rise rate of 3 

�

C/ 
min, respectively. 

2.6. Physical characterization and electrochemical measurements 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Scanning transmission elec-
tron microscope (STEM), Raman, FT-IR, Nitrogen adsorp-
tion� desorption isotherm and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
were used to determine the physical characteristics of the samples. The 
electrochemical measurements were carried out in a standard three- 
electrode system. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), staircase voltammetry 
(SCV) and current-time (i-t) chronoamperometric were performed to 
investigate the catalytic performance of the catalysts. The detailed pa-
rameters are supplied in supporting information. 

3. Results and discussion 

Co@hNCTs was synthesized by a simple tube-directed templating 
and following pyrolysis strategy as illustrated in Fig. 1, in which PPy 
nanotubes were used as structure-directing template for the in-situ 
growth of ZIF-67 nanocrystals on their surface. PPy nanotubes were 
firstly prepared using a simple template-assisted method in the presence 
of methyl orange, which were investigated by SEM and TEM, as shown 
in Fig. 2a and b. PPy nanotubes exhibit distinct one-dimensional hollow 
nanotube structure with the diameter ranging from 150 to 300 nm and 
the length to be several micrometers. FT-IR spectrum is used to deter-
mine the chemical structure of PPy nanotubes (Fig. S1). The charac-
teristic peaks at 1548 and 1320 cm� 1 are assigned to the C––C stretching 
in polypyrrole rings and the antisymmetric ring-stretching, respectively 
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[34,35]. The other peaks are located at 1180 cm� 1 (C–N band), 1036 
cm� 1 (C–H in-plane vibration) and 910 cm� 1 (C–H out-of-plane defor-
mation), which identifies the presence of polypyrrole [34]. Then sodium 
laurylsulfonate was chosen to accomplish the surface treatment process, 
endowing PPy nanotubes with electronegative surface. After removing 
redundant surfactant and drying, electronegative PPy nanotubes and 
cobaltous nitrite hexahydrate were dispersed in methanol to form uni-
form black seriflux, leading to the uniform dispersion of Co2þ on the 
surface of PPy nanotubes under electrostatic force. At the same time, 
2-methylimidazole was dissolved in methanol to form the colourless 
solution, after which the former seriflux was added. The mixture was 

stirred for 15 min and stood for 24 h without agitating. PPy nanotubes 
and ZIF-67 nanoparticles assembled into the corn-like structure, in 
which PPy nanotubes acted as skeleton to in-situ load ZIF-67 nano-
crystals, meanwhile, leading to the well-dispersed ZIF-67 nanocrystals 
with small particle size attributing to the confinement effect. After 
centrifuging and drying, PPy nanotubes covered with ZIF-67 were 
gathered as the precursor (PPy@ZIF67). The catalysts were finally ob-
tained after the calcination of PPy@ZIF67 at high temperature, which 
were marked as Co@hNCTs-X (X means the calcination temperature). 
ZIF-67 are anchored on the surface of PPy nanotubes and the aggrega-
tion is inhibited during the high-temperature treatment, resulting in 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the synthesis of corn-like Co embedded in hollow N-doped carbon tubes (Co@hNCTs) catalysts.  

Fig. 2. (a) SEM, (b) TEM images of PPy nanotubes. (c) TEM image of PPy@ZIF67. (d, e) TEM and (f) HR-TEM images of Co@hNCTs-800. (g) STEM image of 
Co@hNCTs-800 with EDS element mapping for C, N and Co. 
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corn-like Co–N–C catalysts with highly dispersed Co nanoparticles 
encapsulated in N-doping porous carbon fibers. The calcination tem-
perature was adjusted to inspect its influence on the final catalysts, such 
as the morphology, specific surface area, hierarchical pore structure, 
and the catalytic capability. 

The morphologies of different samples were investigated by SEM and 
TEM in detail. Figs. S2 and 2c show the morphology and microstructure 
of PPy@ZIF67, proving that ZIF-67 nanocrystals were distributed uni-
formly on the surface of PPy nanotubes. The surface treatment by 
anionic surfactant to make PPy nanotubes electronegative is the most 
pivotal procedure for the in-situ growth of ZIF-67 nanocrystals. Cobalt 
ion in the solution adsorbed on the surface of surfactant-treated PPy 
nanotubes owing to electrostatic force, then ZIF-67 nucleated on the 
surface of PPy, centering on cobalt ion after the addition of the dimethyl 
imidazole. The particle size of ZIF-67 nanocrystals in PPy@ZIF67 mea-
sures to be 80–120 nm, which is much smaller than that of the pristine 
ZIF-67 (300–400 nm) as shown in Fig. S3. This results from the com-
bined effects of surfactant and confinement effect. On the one hand, the 
use of surfactant may reduce the size of ZIF-67 to a great extent [36]. 
Surfactant acts as a capping agent to efficiently control the crystal size 
due to interactions between dispersed surfactant molecules and the MOF 
crystals. On the other hand, serried ZIF-67 shoved each other on the 
surface of PPy nanotubes, exerting potent confinement effect and con-
trolling the growth of ZIF-67 [28]. PPy/ZIF67 was also prepared without 
surface treatment process as a reference, in which PPy nanotubes and 
ZIF-67 nanoparticles are disconnected as shown in Fig. S4, indicating the 
critical role of surfactant as glue to connect ZIF nanocrystals and PPy 
tubes. Powder XRD pattern of PPy@ZIF67 is accordant with simulated 
ZIF-67, suggesting the successfully synthesis of ZIF-67 nanocrystals on 
the surface of the PPy nanotubes (Fig. S5) [37]. After pyrolysis process, 
the unique structure of the product was retained integrally without 
breakage (Fig. 2d,e and S6). PPy nanotubes hold the original 
one-dimension characteristic and ZIF-67-derived fine nanoparticles an-
chor firmly on PPy nanotubes. Meanwhile, pristine ZIF-67 was also 
subject to the high-temperature calcination as a reference to dissect the 
effect of PPy skeleton on the structure of product. Co,N-NPs-800 proves 
to be fragmentized and aggregated particles according to the SEM im-
ages in Fig. S7, leading to the decrease of the accessible active sites. This 
comparison of Fig. 2e and S7 directly demonstrates the critical role of 
the PPy template. PPy template not only serves as carbon and nitrogen 
source, but also plays the role of skeleton to connect and anchor ZIF-67 
on its surface to reduce the particle size and hold back the aggregation of 
Co nanoparticles. Both of the two effects lead to the isolation and 
confinement of Co nanoparticles on the surface of PPy-derived carbon 
tubes, thus improving the catalytic capability of the catalysts. 
High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) measurement was carried out to 
determine the fine structure of the catalyst (Fig. 2f). Distinct crystal 
lattice is exposed in the image, whose distance is 0.204 nm, assignable to 
d-space of Co (111) plane. And cobalt nanoparticles are encompassed 
within carbon shell, which is conducive to suppressing the aggregation 
of Co particles thus gaining the high catalytic stability in the operating 
conditions [38,39]. STEM measurement was carried out to further 
identify the exquisite structure of the catalyst and element mapping 
images indicate the homogeneous distribution of C, N and Co in carbon 
matrix (Fig. 2g). It is recognized that the calcination temperature has a 
significant influence on the microstructure and physical characteristics 
of the products. Fig. S8 shows the TEM images of the products calcined 
at different temperatures, which exhibits similar morphology except the 
increase of the particles size under raised temperature. The gradually 
varied particle size indicates the serious aggregation of Co nanoparticles 
under high temperature, which is consistent with the SEM images in 
Fig. S9. 

The chemical composition and crystallographic structure of the as- 
prepared catalysts was determined by XRD. As shown in Fig. S10, 
Co@hNCTs-800 presents a broad peak at 26� corresponding to (002) 
plane of carbon, while the other weak peaks are ascribed to cobalt 

(PDF#89–4307). Surface area and pore structure are the significant 
factors to affect the performance of the catalysts, which were investi-
gated by the nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurement. As shown in 
Fig. 3a, Co@hNCTs-800 reveals comprehensive characteristic of type I 
and IV isotherm, implying the hierarchical porous structure in the cat-
alysts. Quick N2 uptake at low pressure suggests the existence of mi-
cropores, which basically resulted from ZIF-67 derived nanoparticles 
[27]. Besides, hysteresis loop at the high P/P0 indicates the presence of 
mesopores are mainly from the hollow one-dimension nanotubes that 
are derived from the PPy skeleton. The other catalysts exhibit similar 
nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms curves along with the change 
of pyrolysis temperature, meaning the co-existence of micropores and 
mesopores in all samples. The specific surface area obtained by Bru-
nauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method are 271, 307, 246 and 155 m2 g� 1 

for Co@hNCTs-X with X equivalent to 700, 800, 900 and 1000, 
respectively. The decrease of the BET surface area may be correlative to 
the aggregation of cobalt and the collapse of pore structure as pyrolysis 
temperature increase [40,41]. Higher specific surface area is favorable 
for the exposure of active sites as much as possible, which is advanta-
geous for the improvement of catalytic performance [42]. The catalysts 
display hierarchical porous structure with the pore size mainly arran-
ging from 0.6 to 28 nm, according to the pore size distributions shown in 
Fig. 3b. Hierarchical porous structure endows the catalysts with strong 
ability to be sufficiently infused by electrolyte, decreasing the diffusion 
resistance and promoting the mass transfer rate, which is highly effec-
tive for the oxygen electrocatalytic reactions [43]. Raman spectra of 
Co@hNCTs-800 demonstrates two peaks at around 1340 and 1590 
cm� 1, pointing to D band and G band of carbon (Fig. 3c). D band and G 
band are related to the disordered sp3 hybridization carbon and 
graphitic sp2 carbon, respectively, where the value of ID/IG character-
istically represent the degree of defect in graphite plane [44]. As calci-
nation temperature rising from 700 to 1000 �C, the values of ID/IG 
calculate to be 1.15, 1.13, 1.12 and 1.06, suggesting that higher tem-
perature is devoted to the ordered arrangement of graphite lattice and 
reduced defect. The high ID/IG ratio confirms the existence of numerous 
structural defects, which contributes to the enhancement of ORR cata-
lytic capability [45]. 

XPS was carried out to investigate the element composition and 
chemical structure of the as-prepared catalysts. C, N, O and Co elements 
present in the catalysts in the light of the XPS survey spectra in Fig. S11, 
where the content of the four elements is summarized in Table S1. High- 
resolution C 1s spectra (Fig. 3d) are classified into three different peaks, 
which are C–C (284.6 eV), C–N (285.4 eV) and C–O (286.9 eV), 
respectively [46–48]. Moreover, Co incorporation is beneficial to the 
transformation of carbon framework to highly graphitic structure under 
pyrolysis process [49]. High-resolution Co 2p3/2 XPS spectra reveals the 
presence of Co (778 eV), Co3þ (779.3 eV), Co2þ(780.8 eV), Co-Nx (781.8 
eV) and shakeup satellite (Fig. 3e) [24,37,50]. For the N 1s, three 
different kinds of N can be observed in Fig. 3f, corresponding to pyr-
idinic N (398.7 eV), pyrrole N (400.3 eV) and graphite N (401.5 eV) [50, 
51]. Apparent decrease of total N can be perceived according to 
Table S2, which are 5.68%, 5.47%, 2.93%, 1.39% for Co@hNCTs-X 
(700, 800, 900 and 1000). Besides, pyridinic N and pyrrole N decrease 
with pyrolysis temperature rising, on the contrary, graphite N increases. 
As reported in literatures, pyridinic N and pyrrole N are labile at high 
temperature and converted into thermostable graphite N, bringing 
about the augmentation of graphite N content [43]. Up to now, the 
authentic effect of different types of N in ORR is still a controversial 
debate, which is ponderable but tough to be achieved. One of the 
conclusive consequences to be accepted is that pyridinic N and graphite 
N play the most important role in facilitating the catalytic reaction [52]. 
It is not difficult to find that pyridinic N and graphite N occupy the 
dominant proportion in Co@hNCTs-800, which is one of the principal 
elements for the excellent performance. 

The catalytic performance of the catalysts towards oxygen reduction 
was firstly determined by cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiment in N2- or 
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Fig. 3. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms curves, (b) pore size distributions, (c) Raman spectra and high-resolution (d) C 1s, (e) Co 2p and (f) N 1s XPS spectrum 
of the samples with different pyrolysis temperatures. 

Fig. 4. (a) SCV curves of different samples as reference obtained in O2-saturated 0.1 mol L� 1 KOH electrolyte with a rotating speed of 900 rpm. (b) Comparison of 
half-wave potential and Jk@0.85 V for different catalysts. (c) SCV curves of Co@hNCTs-800 at different rotating speeds and corresponding K-L plots at different 
potentials (insert). (d) Chronoamperometric responses of Co@hNCTs-800 and Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1 mol L� 1 KOH electrolyte at a rotating speed of 900 rpm. (e) 
Long-term durability test for Co@hNCTs-800 by recording the SCV and CV (insert) curves after 5000 cycles from 0.6 V to 1 V. (f) SCV curves of different catalysts for 
both ORR and OER in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH at 900 rpm. 
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O2-saturated 0.1 mol L� 1 KOH electrolyte. As can be seen in Fig. S12, 
Co@hNCTs-800 shows unnoteworthy capacity curve when subject to 
N2-saturated electrolyte. In contrast, a pronounced cathodic redox peak 
located at 0.82 V (vs. RHE) was gained after the saturation of O2, 
meaning its capability for electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen. Addi-
tionally, Co@hNCTs-800 exhibits more positive oxygen reduction peak 
than other catalysts calcined at other temperatures, implying the best 
catalytic ability of Co@hNCTs-800 among the four catalysts (Fig. S13). 
The same conclusion can be obtained according to the staircase vol-
tammetry (SCV) obtained in O2-saturated 0.1 mol L� 1 KOH at 900 rpm 
(Fig. S14). It can be observed that Co@hNCTs-800 affords stronger 
catalytic ability towards ORR in accordance with more positive onset 
and half-wave potential. Co@hNCTs-800 has the largest specific surface 
area, abundant defects, high content of active pyridinic N and graphite N 
compared with other catalysts. Besides, serious aggregation of cobalt 
nanoparticles occurred at extremely high calcination temperature, 
which affects the exposure of active sites to a great degree. All of the 
factors destine that Co@hNCTs-800 delivers the best catalytic perfor-
mance towards ORR. In order to investigate the exact function of the 
particular one-dimension corn-like structure, variety of samples were 
synthesized as reference and commercial Pt/C is selected to serve as the 
benchmark to appraise the oxygen reduction performance of the as- 
prepared samples (Fig. 4a). Notably, Co@hNCTs-800 presents an 
excellent half-wave potential of 0.87 V, which is comparable to com-
mercial Pt/C of 0.90 V. Moreover, the catalysts obtained from pure PPy 
shows much poorer catalytic performance than Co@hNCTs-800 in terms 
of half-wave potential of 0.79 V and low limiting current density, con-
firming the undisputed status of Co for the catalysis of oxygen reduction. 
The half-wave potentials of Co,N-NPs-800 (derived from ZIF-67) and Co, 
N-CM-800 (derived from PPy/ZIF67) are measured to be 0.84 V and 
0.83 V, close to each other. The approximate ORR performance of Co,N- 
NPs-800 and Co,N-CM-800 indicates that it is invalid to toughly add PPy 
to the original system, even causing the decline of the catalytic capa-
bility. On the contrary, the in-situ combination of PPy nanotubes and 
ZIF-67 nanoparticles endows the catalysts with unique corn-like struc-
ture, resulting in more dispersive active sites and shorter mass transfer 
distance to promote the ORR activity. Moreover, the kinetic current 
density (Jk@0.85 V) of Co@hNCTs-800 is calculated to be 14.8 mA cm2, 
which is 16.4, 3.5 and 6.4 times the value of N-hCTs-800, Co,N-NPs-800 
and Co,N-CM-800, respectively (Fig. 4b). As a result, Co@hNCTs-800 is 
deemed to be one of the best Co–N–C catalysts for ORR compared with 
the as-reported catalysts in literatures (Table S3). 

Fig. 4c shows the SCV curves of Co@hNCTs-800 obtained at different 
rotating speeds and corresponding K-L plots at different potentials 
(insert). The electron transfer number (n) is checked to be around 3.9 
according to Koutecky-Levich equation, suggesting the approximate 4 e 
pathway in the reaction process and providing another convincing evi-
dence for the splendid ORR activity. Rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) 
test was further carried out to examine the kinetics of the oxygen 
reduction process (Fig. S15). The n value of Co@hNCTs-800 is 3.85–3.88 
calculated by the results of RRDE test, which is anastomotic to the above 
consequence, verifying the superb catalytic performance of Co@hNCTs- 
800. The H2O2 yield is never beyond 8.0% in the whole potential range, 
further signifying the direct 4 e� ORR process. It can also be observed 
that Co@hNCTs-800 shows close electron transfer number and H2O2 
yield to commercial Pt/C, which renders it the competitive catalytic 
capability to commercial Pt/C. 

The durability of Co@hNCTs-800 and Pt/C was firstly examined by 
current-time (i-t) chronoamperometric test shown in Fig. 4d. After 
15000 s continuous test, only a 2% loss of current density is detected for 
Co@hNCTs-800, signifying the preeminent durability in reaction. As a 
reference, Pt/C exhibits an 84% retention after the same test, which is 
put down to the disintegration and aggregation of the Pt atoms during 
the process. The reason for the preeminent durability of Co@hNCTs-800 
may be the anchoring of ZIF-67 on PPy nanotubes in the original step, 
which caused the firmly combination of Co and the one-dimension 

skeleton, so as to restrict the migration and the aggregation of cobalt 
nanoparticles. What’s more, long-term stability of the samples is 
inspected through continuous 5000 cycles in O2-saturated KOH from 
0.6 V to 1 V. Co@hNCTs-800 presents almost unchanged CV and SCV 
curves before and after the test (Fig. 4e), while commercial Pt/C has a 
37 mV shift of half-wave potential (Fig. S16), further verifying the much 
better stability of Co@hNCTs-800 than commercial Pt/C. Fig. S17 ex-
hibits SEM and TEM images of Co@hNCTs-800 after the long-term sta-
bility test. It can be observed clearly that the Co@hNCTs-800 still 
retained corn-like structure without obvious damage after the long-term 
durability test. Besides, the size of cobalt particles derived from ZIF-67 
has increased slightly. The unique structure impedes the collapse of 
the ZIF-67-derived nanoparticles and the strong anchoring effect be-
tween the Co nanoparticles and carbon tubes can minimize agglomer-
ation of metal nanoparticles, which was positive for the durability of the 
catalysts. The insight for methanol tolerance is operated by adding 
methanol to the O2-saturated KOH during current-time chronoampero-
metric test (Fig. S18). Co@hNCTs-800 is hardly impacted by the intro-
duction of methanol, yet commercial Pt/C shows seriously 
impressionable peculiarity to methanol, resulting in rapid decline of 
current density. Similar consequence can be obtained from the SCV 
curves gained in O2-saturated KOH electrolyte with and without meth-
anol (Fig. S19). Negligible variation is observed for the SCV curves of 
Co@hNCTs-800 after the addition of methanol, whereas distinct meth-
anol oxidation peak occurs for Pt/C. Series of measurements render the 
Co@hNCTs-800 catalysts remarkable tolerance to methanol crossover, 
implying the better catalytic selectivity than Pt/C. To further detect the 
bifunctional electrocatalytic performance of the catalysts for ORR and 
OER, the potential difference between OER and ORR (△E ¼ Ej¼10-E1/2) 
is calculated as evaluation standard. As can be seen in Fig. 4f, the po-
tential at the current density of 10 mA cm� 2 for Co@hNCTs-800 is 1.63 
V, which is comparable to RuO2 (1.59 V) and slightly prevail over those 
of N-hCTs-800 (1.70 V), Co,N-NPs-800 (1.64 V), and Co,N-CMs-800 
(1.64 V). Besides, it is obvious that Co@hNCTs-800 possesses the 
smallest △E of 0.76 V among all the four catalysts, suggesting the best 
catalysts for reversible oxygen electrode. 

A liquid primary Zn-air battery was assembled to assess the practical 
application of Co@hNCTs-800 catalysts, in which Co@hNCTs-800 
serves as the catalyst for air cathode and Zn plate serves as anode, 
which was illustrated in Fig. 5a. Another two Zn-air batteries were 
constructed as a reference using commercial Pt/C and Pt/C–RuO2 as 
catalysts under the same condition. As can be seen in Fig. S20a, the 
open-circuit is determined to be 1.45 V for the Zn-air battery with 
Co@hNCTs-800 catalysts. To further determine the feasibility of the 
batteries in the real environment, two Zn-air batteries were connected in 
series to drive the ‘HIT’ pattern formed by 40 LEDs (5 mm, 2 V), as 
shown in Fig. 5b. Fig. 5c shows the charge and discharge polarization 
curves of the rechargeable Zn-air batteries, in which the battery with 
Co@hNCTs-800 exhibits similar charge performance but better 
discharge performance than the other with Pt/C and RuO2. According to 
discharge polarization and power density curves in Fig. 5d, the Zn-air 
batteries with Co@hNCTs-800 and commercial Pt/C catalysts display 
the maximum power density of 149 and 120 mW cm� 2, respectively, 
indicating the superior ORR performance of Co@hNCTs-800 to com-
mercial Pt/C. Galvanostatically discharge test was operated at 10 mA 
cm� 2 to examine the specific capacity of the batteries, which is calcu-
lated according to the mass loss of Zn. The battery based on Co@hNCTs- 
800 catalyst exhibited 746 mAh gZn

� 1, suggesting the more remarkable 
performance of the Co@hNCTs-800-based Zn-air battery (Fig. S20b). 
Further test was operated to investigate the charge and discharge cycle 
performance by galvanostatically charge and discharge tests at 5 mA 
cm� 2 (10 min per cycle), as can be seen in Fig. 5e. The Zn-air battery 
with Co@hNCTs-800-based air cathode shows the charge/discharge gap 
of 0.82 V for the first cycle, suggesting remarkable OER and ORR per-
formance of the catalysts. Fig. 5e shows the cycling performance of the 
two batteries, in which Co@hNCTs-800-based battery still exhibits a 
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narrow charge/discharge gap of 0.85 V after 500 h test, revealing the 
excellent long-term cyclability. The decaying rate of the battery is 
calculated to be only 0.01 mV per cycle, further implying the remarkable 
stability of the catalyst. By contrast, the Pt/C þ RuO2-based Zn-air 
battery shows quick performance degradation during the test. 

So far, there is no report about the in-situ combination of PPy 
nanotubes and ZIF-67 nanoparticles as precursor to prepare highly 
effective catalyst for both ORR and OER. The excellent catalytic activity 
of Co@hNCTs-800 is related to the unique corn-like structure of cobalt 
and nitrogen co-doped carbon nanotubes. Firstly, PPy nanotubes play 
the role of one-dimension template and nitrogen source to in-situ load 
ZIF-67 particles on their surface, leading to corn-like Co,N-doped hollow 
carbon tubes after pyrolysis process, which was beneficial for the 
expedite mass and electron transfer. The combined action of surfactant 
and PPy nanotubes is the crucial factor for the synthesis of the special- 
structure catalysts. Secondly, the surfactant modified PPy nanotubes 
serve as the skeleton to promote the dispersion of ZIF-67 and prevent the 
aggregation of cobalt nanoparticles under calcination. This not only 
provides ample accessibility for reacting species to active sites, but also 
guarantees a remarkable durability of the catalysts. In addition, micro-
pores and mesopores coexist in the catalysts, constituting the unique 
hierarchical porous structure to fortify the efficient exposure of active 
sites and rapid mass transfer. The synergistic integration of all the 
aforesaid peculiarities makes Co@hNCTs-800 to be one of the best ox-
ygen electrocatalysts with comparable activity, higher stability and 
better catalytic selectivity relative to commercial Pt/C and RuO2. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we elaborately developed a unique and facile tube- 
directed templating strategy for the fabrication of corn-like Co, N- 
doped hollow carbon tubes (Co@hNCTs) catalysts with hierarchical 
pore structure. PPy nanotubes played the roles of conductive skeleton to 
in-situ load ZIF-67 on their surface, thus driving highly dispersive cobalt 
nanoparticles to anchor on hollow carbon nanotubes with micro/mes-
opores co-existence system. The integration of the unique structure and 
high specific surface area renders the synthesized catalysts remarkable 
catalytic activity toward ORR, which shows a half-wave potential of 
0.87 V in the alkaline medium. The negligible variation in durability and 

methanol tolerance tests also suggests their better stability and catalytic 
selectivity than commercial Pt/C. In addition, the Zn-air battery 
assembled with Co@hNCTs-800 exhibits a large peak current density of 
149 mW cm� 2 and superior cycling durability. The present work offers a 
feasible strategy to design and prepare hierarchically structural mate-
rials as highly effective catalysts in the field of energy storage and 
conversion. 
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